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Vishwaroopam is a 2013 Indian spy thriller film directed and produced by Kamal Haasan, who also stars in
the title role. Written by Kamal Hasan. Vishwaroopam, on the drop shipping platform the day before
release. The film premiered in India on April 15, 2013. The film was filmed at Mahesh Barsaat Studios in
Bangalore. The film was written by Kamal Haasan and is based on the novel Vishwaroopam by
Vishwarupam Pratap Singh. This is the second part of the trilogy of films about V. Singh (the first part of
"Singh, the dog and me"), and the third film about V. Singh in the role of V. Singh. The film was released
theatrically in India on April 15, 2013. The film's budget was .
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